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SOLUTIONS AT A GLANCE
HauteMOBiLETM

HauteWRAPTM

HiveCAM®

HauteMESHTM

Connect any vehicle over
cellular, 802.11a/b/g/n or
4.9GHz and stay always
connected. The HauteMOBiLE
wireless router supports secure
VPN mesh tunneling which
automatically switches between
networks. High speed, high
security, high reliability and
ease of use!

For 10 years the HauteWRAP
wireless router has been
the standard for extending
private high speed broadband
networks to remote locations.
Designed for video and data
and operating on almost any
band, the HauteWRAP is the
powerful but cost effective
workhorse of wireless.

Easy to install and highly
capable, the HiveCAM
combines a high performance
IP camera, a wireless router,
and a VMS server with storage
into one integrated package.
HiveCAMs mesh together and
share resources. By installing
HiveCAMs you extend your
wireless coverage, add video
storage, and reduce complexity.

The HauteMESH is the ultimate
broadband wireless device,
delivering high speed communications when other solutions fail.
It combines multiple broadband
radios, cellular modems, mesh
routing, and secure VPN tunnelling into a completely automated
package. The intelligent HauteMESH switches networks automatically, while providing always
on 802.11a/b/g/n local connectivity
to your remote devices.

ECMTM

HauteVIEWTM

HiveMINDERTM

microNVR®

Evidence Case Manager (ECM)
is a complete evidence workflow
system for video, audio, and
sensor data collected from
devices such as HauteVIEW body
worn cameras, HiveCAM intelligent mesh cameras, HiveMIDER
VMS servers, microNVR based
digital in-car video systems as
well as from third party VMS
systems, IP cameras, and even
RMS, and CAD systems. ECM
captures, processes, and stores
your data using CJIS compliant
security and chain of custody.
ECM works with many different
storage solutions, including cloud.
And ECM provides an intuitive
way to search, export and redact
all of your data assets.

HauteVIEW body worn devices
are more than just cameras,
combining advanced sensor
and geo-location technology
with leading edge video processing. The HauteVIEW body
worn device is designed for
use with the entire HauteSpot
ecosystem, including HauteVIEW
docking stations, Evidence
Case Manager workflow and
storage systems, and cloud
services. Don’t buy just a
camera, buy a solution.

HiveMINDER, is a fully distributed
mesh VMS system, which runs
on the HiveCAM® and microNVR
servers. It is a simple to use,
powerful VMS that scales right
along with your network from
one to thousands of cameras.
With HiveMINDER every camera
can become a server which can
process and store it’s own
video. And every HiveMINDER
can look like a camera to upstream VMS systems, allowing
you to keep your investment in
existing systems while adding
advanced capabilities.

Perfectly balancing performance,
size, power, and functionality, the
microNVR is the ideal solution
for edge video processing. Use it
in covert applications, on poles,
in vehicles, or at remote office
locations as a VMS server, wireless router, and VPN gateway.
Designed for use with the
HiveMINDER mesh VMS system,
but can be used with any VMS
software running on MS
Windows or Linux.
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We’ve Got You Covered!
HauteSpot has years of experience and knowledge with wireless IT video and data networks. Our mission is to provide a
cost effective, scalable, comprehensive network and storage ecosystem to our customers. From video capture and storage
to content management and chain of custody to complete system integration, we’ve got you covered. To learn more about
how HauteSpot can help you, please send us an email or call us.

